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'EASY LUNCH' SCHOOL LUNCHES
Ashurst CE Aided Primary School, near Steyning, would like to sing the praises of the 'Easy
Lunch Company', who have been supplying the most filling, nutritious and delicious midday
meals at our school since October 2008.
Every day, about a third of our small school of nearly sixty pupils (and including the
Headteacher,
Mrs Williams) stay for lunch and our unanimous verdict is: 'YOU CANNOT
BEAT THEM!'
All food comes from local shops and farmers,
Treasure and her amazing team of helpers.

and is prepared

and cooked nearby by Mrs

It always arrives hot and tasty: from crumbly roast pork and crispy potatoes like our
mummies make, to syrupy raisin flapjacks that melt in the mouth, 'YOU SIMPLY CANNOT
BEAT THEM!'
And here are some of our comments to Mrs Treasure

T like the jelly' MY Yr R;

and her team:

T hke the ham, potatoes and oranges' BM Yr R

'Thank you for the yummy, yummy, yummy lunches' OB Yr 1
'Thank you for our lovely food Mrs Treasure'SN Yr 2
'We love the meals especially the apple crumble' JS Yr 3
'We would like you to always do our food' AS Yr 3
'Thank you for our lovely lunches' GS Yr 4;

'We love our meals' GS Yr 4

T stay every day and not only do I like the lunches, I hke the lunch ladies. I don't need to
know what lunch is coming up, because I know whatever it is, I will enjoy it' JC Yr 5
'Every day it is always amazing, and I should know because I stay every day' TW Yr 5
T would even give up my Cricket Day for the fish cakes - they are so good!' pJ Yr 6
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